
Funding the Dream
C.R.U.I.S.E
6 steps to generate a financial return from your luxury yacht 
and prepare to go cruising.
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Sure, you’re successful, have built a career or business  
to be proud of and have accumulated some wealth...but 
you feel burnt out, bored and dream of something more 
life enriching...

If this sounds like you, then you should consider a Seabound SEAbbatical. 
Plan to take some time out...not tomorrow, but in a few years, and explore 
the world’s largest island and its hidden treasures only discoverable by 
water, and live an adventure that your grandchildren will tell their children 
about. Then, take this life experience back to home and work, inspire 
those around you and live the life you won’t regret.

Our SEAbbatical program helps families inexperienced with sailing, make 
this goal a reality by following our 6 Waypoints to Paradise. The most 
important step and commitment to this goal however to boat ownership  
is financial conscious.

You Hear: “I wish I had gone cruising earlier, I wish I was younger.”  
You never hear: “I wish I had never gone cruising”.
Craig Margett’s, SEAbbatical cruiser

Don’t stress, take a SEAbbatical...
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1. You can’t justify the cost of a cruising 
catamaran

Though relative to most property purchases in 
Australia, modern cruising catamarans are not that 
expensive, it’s difficult justifying having so much cash 
tied up in a boat that ultimately depreciates  
in value.

2. You don’t have the time yet

It’s hard to justify buying a live aboard luxury 
catamaran when you can’t live aboard it yet. Between 
work, family, and holidays, you don’t have time to 
be maintaining a large luxury yacht that demands 
attention. If you are going to spend time with your 
family on the water you want it to be valuable time, 
not cleaning or making repairs.

3. My family are not experienced enough

Although your family might love the water, especially 
out on a boat, they are not convinced about spending 
months on the water, let alone cruising the world’s 
oceans. And it all seems a bit adventurous (or even 
irresponsible). 

These three problems culminate into one result - 
Procrastination. And procrastination fuels  
Myth #1: Cruising is only for retirees!

Charter Boat Ownership provides immediate 
experiences, amazing cruising locations, minimal  
fuss, and financial returns to help make cruising  
a reality, not just a dream.

Our unique six step C.R.U.I.S.E process uses charter  
boat ownership to help fund the ultimate goal and 
allows solid financial returns while also introducing  
your family to the concept of cruising. During this  
time you are becoming skilled and confident on your 
own boat which is the perfect preparation for  
a SEAbbatical.

So you want to go cruising, BUT...

“Every year we meet the same 
people wanting to go cruising 
but they just can’t get past 
these three common problems.”

“It ’s not a boat, it ’s a business with benefits”
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Bareboat Charter Fleets

The Whitsundays is by far the most popular and the 
biggest destination in Australia for bareboat charters. 
There are five primary fleets that manage between 
15-25 boats each within their fleets. Each of these 
companies have fleets largely made up of boats 
from private owners, offering a percentage share of 
the gross sales. They also undertake considerable 
marketing efforts around Australia and internationally, 
attending boat shows and advertising. Depending on 
the boat, these fleets usually offer around 7% ROI.

Club Style Programs

Club style membership programs are relatively new 
in Australia and is a different approach to chartering. 
Rather than offering a day or week charter onboard 
a boat, they can offer 12 month membership 
subscriptions to their vessels, with normally up to 8 
memberships per boat including one for the owner.
The boat also gets regular charter work if all 
membership slots are not sold. The boats are 
normally located in metropolitan harbours and in 
Australia with fleets on Sydney Harbour, Pittwater, 
Lake Macquarie, Port Stephens, Hobart and Moreton 
Bay. They also have bases internationally with access 
to the international fleet offered to members.

Due to their locations closer to metropolitan areas, 
personal use of these boats is often higher, but 
the revenue and returns a slightly lower than the 
Whitsundays, with around 3-5% ROI.

Local Charter Fleets

Local or regional charter fleets operate in 
metropolitan areas or regional areas. They are usually 
located closer to the boat owner for convenience 
which is the major attraction to someone leaving  
a boat in these fleets as the returns are usually lower, 
being around 3% ROI.

These smaller charter fleets are found in most 
cruising locations around the world and in  
Australia operating on Sydney Harbour, Pittwater,  
the Gippsland Lakes, Hervey Bay, Keppel Bay and 
others.
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STEP 1:
Choose a business model

These steps include:

1. Choose a Business model that works for you 

2. Review the Numbers: Profit vs Finance

3. Uncover a boat that works for you and business 

4. Introduce your family to cruising, in paradise 

5. Skill up and sail further afield

6. Exit charter and go cruising
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Owner Operator / DIY

Owner operator charter operations are either usually run by an experienced skipper who has decided to buy 
his own boat and run his own business or by a boat owner wanting to run a DIY business to maximise time 
onboard as a sea change business opportunity.

This allows enormous personal time onboard the boats with usage on a daily basis during the business seasons  
so is a nice alternative to the high pressure business world that many of these operators are escaping from.

Until marketing and a business is thoroughly established though, revenue and returns can be limited and can 
take time to build up.

The relationship between personal usage and revenue of these four models is best shown in the diagram 
below.

However, there is also another model to consider. One that offers higher returns by combining more than  
one of the business models above, and therefore collecting funds from more than one peak season.

Whitsundays

Negative gearing possible Hobby based model

Club Fleets Local Fleet Owner DIY
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Dual Port Business Model
By locating the boat in the Whitsundays over their 
winter peak season which goes from July through to 
October, then transporting the boat by sail to either 
Sydney Harbour or Moreton Bay (Brisbane) for their 
summer peak season (November to April), you are 
maximising the returns on the boat, but also getting 
some important personal use in between.

This personal use can be divided up between the 
Whitsundays, Sydney Harbour (or Moreton Bay) and 
joining a professional skipper to sail between the 
two ports. This delivery trip can also raise revenue 
by charging fees to paying passengers seeking an 
offshore experience on a cruising catamaran, which 
is quite difficult to achieve unless you know someone 
with a boat. This also provides opportunities to build 
up your offshore experience and when you are 

competent, you may choose to take the boat by 
yourself unsupervised and get some cruising time  
in on the trip north each year.

This is a great time to be onboard as you can take 
advantage of the seasonal trade winds that blow  
from the South East starting around May each year 
and intensifying the further north you travel.

By using the boat in two locations plus moving the 
boat from one port to the next, it won’t take long 
until you are proficient and very experienced and 
ready to go further and find more remote locations  
to explore.
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Balance the profit, finance costs and consider tax 
offsets you might be entitled to.

The following example aims to go from Choosing 
to Cruising in 5 years using the Dual Port model 
discussed above.

Dual Port Performance: 1-5 year Payments

Deposit Required: $284,087
Finance:  50% (40% balloon)
Monthly Payments: $4,119
Avg Monthly Income: $4,205
Monthly Windfall: $86

So by putting down a deposit of $284,087 which is 
a 50% deposit, you should expect to see monthly 
repayments of approximately $4,119 which is offset 

by average monthly income of $4,205 providing  
a small windfall of $86 per month on average (note: 
the seasonal nature of the charter industry means 
one month may offer stronger results than others  
so you should not expect consistent passive income 
and must have the financial capacity to withstand 
changes in repayments).

Using this 50% finance model, the net revenue  
is effectively servicing the loan leaving the 40% 
balloon payment to be repaid after 5 years.

Dual Port 5 Year example:

WHITSUNDAYS SYDNEY GENERAL TOTAL

INCOME $ 63,842 $ 81,818 $ 145,660

EXPENSES

Fixed Holding Costs: Insurance $ 5,420

Marina Fees $ 2,450 $7,200

Engine Servicing $ 545

Marina Commercial Fee $ 800

Rego & Survey Compliance $ 1,200

Fixed Maintenance Costs  
(Slipping / Antifouling)

$ 4,500

$ 22,115

Variable Costs: Management Fee $ 21,068 $ 24,545

Turn Around Fees $ 8,377 $ 6,136

Skipper Fees $ 7,159

Fuel / Gas $ 1,636

Wear & Tear Maintenance $ 2,080 $ 2,080

Commissions $ 5,455

$ 73,081

Net Profit $ 50,464

ROI 9%

*All figures exclude GST

STEP 2:
Review the numbers
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Dual Port Results: After 5 Years

Deposit Required:  $284,087
Total Windfall after 5 yrs: -$ 5,160
Balloon:   $116,635
Total Cost of the Boat:  $395,562
Total Saving on Boat:  $172,613 (30%)

So after 5 years using 50% finance, you are saving 
approximately 30% on the purchase price of the 
boat. But more importantly, you have had five years 
of boat ownership, getting experience in a number 
of locations and building your skill base so if you 
are ready to pack up and go, you can do it with 
confidence.

Let’s look at another example using a 70% finance 
model with a smaller deposit, refinancing a 40% 
balloon payment after 5 years.

This model aims to go from Choosing to Cruising  
in 10 years.

Dual Port Performance: Year 1-5 Payments

Deposit Required: $170,452
Finance:  70% (40% balloon)
Monthly Payments: $5,767
Avg Monthly Income: $4,205
Monthly Shortfall: $1,562

So by putting down a 30% deposit and financing 70% 
of the boat, between 1-5 years you should expect 
monthly repayments of $5,767 and average revenue 
of $4,205 per month leaving an average shortfall 
of $1,562 per month that you will need to fund 
personally.

Dual Port Results: After 5 Years

Deposit Required: $170,452
Total Shortfall after 5 yrs: $ 93,720
Balloon: $159,089
Total Cost of the Boat: $423,261
Total Saving on Boat: $144,914 (25%)

After a period of 5 years on this model, you have 
saved 25% on the purchase of the boat. Then if you 
refinance the 40% balloon payment for another  
5 years, this brings your finance costs down and 
means you end up with a monthly windfall of $387 
per month as shown below.

Dual Port Results: Year 6-10 payments

40% Balloon Refinanced: $159,089
Monthly Payments: $3,818
Avg Monthly Income: $4,205
Monthly Windfall: $387

This then accumulates to provide the results below 
after 10 years of charter use Dual Port Results: After 
10 Years 

Dual Port Results: After 10 Years

Deposit Required: $170,452
Total Shortfall 1-5 yrs: $ 93,720
Total Windfall 6-10 yrs: -$ 23,220
Total Cost of the Boat: $240,952
Total Saving on Boat: $327,223 (57%)

Boat: Seawind 1160 LITE 

Winter: Peak Season Whitsundays

Summer: Peak Season Sydney Harbour

2 weeks delivery north, 2 weeks  
delivery south

50% finance for 5 years based on 6.5% 
commercial lease using a 40% balloon 
payment at 5 years.
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So in summary, with a 30% deposit of $170,452 plus 
the shortfall from years 1-5 totalling $93,720, less 
the windfall from years 6-10 gives you a total cost of 
$240,952 providing a total saving of $327,223 on the 
purchase price of the boat equating to a 57% saving. 
But again, you have had ten years of use onboard the 
boat during this time, gained a wealth of knowledge 
and experience and provided you an asset that is 
worth more than what it has cost you.

On average, we notice around 75% resale of this type 
of vessel after 5 years and 65% after 10 years on the 
original purchase price. So in theory, if you were to 
sell the boat with the savings you had made through 
charter ownership, the boat has cost you very little.

Things that do need to be considered is the growing 
maintenance costs of an older boat. Repairing sails, 
general breakages and wear and tear. However, these 
expenses would also be experienced on a private boat 
if it were being used. 

On the flip side, because the boat is being used 
often, the fleet managers must keep the boat in good 
working order to ensure return business and that 
the boat is fit to go out again next week. This means 
you don’t have a boat sitting on a mooring growing 
barnacles and seizing up.

Negative Gearing

Although this is an area you should seek an 
accountant’s advice, in summary, the Australia 
Tax Office does allow tax deductions of up to 
30% per year on a diminishing scale to bonafide 
charter boats that are operating with a ‘Prospect 
of Profit’. That is, after all tax losses are factored 
into the financial position of the business, the 
charter boat needs to clearly show from the 
outset that there is a plan to ultimately derive 
an accumulated profit...that is, you need to end 
up back in the black making back all of the losses 
and then some. You may also consider building a 
business model to submit to the ATO and gain a 
Private Ruling so you know in advance that your 
position is acceptable.

The examples provided above clearly reach these 
goals and with the help of an expert accountant 
who is educated on the subject of charter boat 
ownership in Australia can provide you some 
good advice on the subject. We can put you in 
touch with these accountants.

The other alternative to full negative gearing 
if the returns are lower, is adopting a “Hobby” 
based business model whereby tax deductions 
are quarantined to the profits generated from the 
charter boat itself, rather than offsetting these 
losses against other forms of personal income.
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STEP 3:
Uncover a boat

There are four rules that we suggest to follow  
when choosing a charter boat, including:

Rule 1 - Catamaran is King

Over the past ten years, luxury sailing catamarans 
have become the new undisputed kings of the 
charter world, with most new boats entering charter 
fleets being catamarans and the percentage of 
monohulls diminishing one year after the next as 
charterers continue to seek out and return to charter 
catamarans. This is now where the business model 
rests.

Dan Tannock, owner of four sailing charter 
catamarans and now a part owner in a charter 
company comments on why catamarans are the 
logical choice for charter fleets, “I have learnt that 
catamarans sail better, they handle the tropics 
better and they just give far more enjoyment than 
a monohull up there and from an industry point 
of the catamarans have taken over 60-70% of the 
charter market.” “Because they don’t lean over, they 
are spacious and you can get your own personal 
space within the boat. Every aspect just creates 
size, whether it’s the bedrooms, the forward decks 
or cockpit. The Seawind’s have an incredible way 
of opening up the cockpit with the fold away door 
system.” “We have a very good business in the 
Whitsundays, which has come through a lot of hard 
work and I have a quality of life that I am blessed to 
have, all by buying my first charter boat. “

A new trend that is worth monitoring is power 
catamarans which is the highest growth segment for 
charter fleets thanks to the low quantity available, 
but very healthy returns for their owners...greater 
even than sailing cats. If sailing is not your thing, you 
should have a closer look at this alternative.

Rule 2 - It must be robust

Seeing the boat is going to get used often and by a 
range of people plus deliveries, it pays to buy a boat 
that is going to go the distance, which is the ultimate 
stress test before you go cruising. Internal finishes will 
ultimately get worn, however upholstery, covers, sail 
covers and the like can easily be replaced and don’t 
cost the earth.

What is more difficult to replace is the internal fitout, 
such as trimmings, bulkhead veneers, and the quality 
of parts and systems used onboard. For example, 
cheap finishes will ultimately suffer and will need 
replacing before you go cruising. Waterpumps and 
plumbing systems (including toilets and black water), 
electrical systems and deck hardware are common 
issues that arise.

Rule 3 - Built to survey

If you are planning to put a boat into charter in 
Australia, then it must meet current NSCV (National 
Standard of Commercial Vessels) rules or ‘Commercial 
Survey’, which is now managed nationwide by AMSA 
(Australian Maritime Safety Authority). Depending 
on what sort of charter operation you plan to do 
will determine what survey classes that need to be 
sought. For the example we provided earlier on the 
Seawind 1160 LITE, the boat would need to be built 
to the following:
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4D (4 = bareboat chartering, D = Partially Smooth 
Waters) with passenger capacity limited by the 
overnight accommodation onboard. The Seawind 
1160 LITE sleeps 8 passengers. This classification is 
suitable for bareboat chartering in the Whitsunday 
area.

1E (1 = passenger vessel over 12 passengers, E = 
Smooth waters). The Seawind 1160 LITE will take  
up to 30 passengers on Smooth Waters such  
as Sydney Harbour.

2C (2 = passenger vessel up to 12 passengers,  
C = up to 30 nautical miles offshore). This would be 
suitable if charging to take passengers on delivery 
trips and requires a higher level of safety equipment 
such as life rafts.

Rule 4 - Consider cabins vs bathrooms

If you ask a charter company that runs bareboats 
they will tell you that the best charter boats have 
four cabins and four bathrooms. This makes plenty of 
sense as the boat becomes easy to sell for the charter 
company, with say four couples splitting the costs of a 
boat, or two families. As far as ROI goes, they are the 
undisputed leaders commercially. That is until, you go 
to sell the boat, or more importantly, use it yourself.

Pure charter boats with four cabins and four 
bathrooms do not fetch the same resale results as 
boats with layouts more designed for private cruising 
families, with fewer cabins and fewer bathrooms. 
The reason is that the broader market for used 
catamarans of this size is not charter companies or 
people looking to put boats into charter, but rather 
retired couples planning to go cruising. They simply 

don’t have a need for four cabins and four bathrooms 
and in fact, the fewer bathrooms the better as there is 
a far lower chance of blocked toilets, which is a messy 
business to say the least.

So this is a question of balance, getting a boat and 
layout that is a good compromise for charter, but also 
for you, which leads us to our next rule.

Rule 5 - A good charter boat + great 
cruising boat = strong resale

From the outset, if you seek a boat that charters well 
and will satisfy a charter fleet manager and is a great 
cruising boat comfortably take you and your family 
safely across the sea in the region that you choose 
to cruise, then you are onto a winner as you will not 
only maintain effective ROI but also protect your 
investment with strong resale.

Follow these rules and you will successfully gain a 
boat that will help you go from choosing to cruising 
in your designated time frame. This is something 
we pride ourselves in and are specialists in, our 
customers are testament to this.
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Simply fly into the Whitsundays, and be onboard 
your boat the same day. They will have your boat 
ready to sail, fully equipped with the necessary fuel, 
water and provisions if you like. They can also offer 
onboard training with qualified skippers to help train 
you and your family up. Then, with the advice of the 
charter operator, sail to a beautiful location with a 
sheltered bay for a pleasant night onboard. Each 
day the charter operator will contact you via VHF 
radio to provide weather information, suggestions 
on your next anchorage and other highlights worth 
considering. The Whitsundays alone offers 74 islands 

to explore, and you as the boat owner have no 
limitations on where the boat can go. It all comes 
down to your comfort level.

If you bring the boat to your local port, enjoy some 
convenient time onboard for a day or overnight trips 
away. Charter boats are busiest around peak public 
holidays, so just keep in mind you don’t want to book 
the boat up too much during the peak holiday periods 
as this may affect your returns. However you 
do get unlimited standby time onboard your boat.  
   

“There is no better way to inspire your 
family to go cruising, then to sail in one 
of the amazing locations where your boat 
could be located, all with the support and 
safety backup of a professional charter 
management company.”

Page 11

STEP 4:
Introduce your family to cruising, in paradise
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As you grow more confident onboard your own 
boat, you may choose to sail further than just the 
Whitsundays. You might consider island hopping  
to the south, or to the north. At the end of the day,  
it is your boat so you can go where you want.

These coastal voyages are more important than you 
might think. They are laying the foundations for more 
extended cruises, as sailing around Australia is simply  
a series of coastal voyages following one another.

These are also ideal training grounds for your family 
to get familiar with coastal voyages, and should be 
done in context to their experience level. 

This is why a 5 year period is helpful in building  
up the skills, experience and confidence of both you  
and your family, rather than jumping straight into  
the deep end.

If your boat is part of a Dual Port program you might 
initially join a skipper to sail the boat between the 
ports, but over time as you gain the experience,  
you will manage these voyages with your family, 
enjoying the time out to do a mini SEAbbatical for  
a couple of weeks exploring Australia’s wonderful  
east coast.

STEP 5:
Skill up, & sail further
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One example of a family who worked the charter boat 
ownership model in their favour was the Margett’s 
family. Craig and Kerry Margetts, who were  
a Doctor and Nurse duo, purchased a Seawind 1000 
many years ago and had it operating in a charter fleet 
in the Whitsundays. Five years later they upgraded 
to a new Seawind 1160 which remained in charter 
for five years. During this time they went from very 
little cruising experience, to building up slowly and 
comfortably so the whole family including two young 
boys loved getting on the boat. This included sailing 
the boat to Brisbane on several occasions for the 
summer wet seasons, which is usually very slow as far 
as charter bookings go in the Whitsundays due to the 
hot conditions and risk of cyclones.

After another five years in charter, they took the boat 
out of charter management, added some new gear, 
upgraded some equipment and then went cruising on 
an epic circumnavigation of Australia with their two 
boys and pet dog. Twelve months later they returned 
to Brisbane after an incredible time exploring the 
world’s largest island and having spent a year full time 
with their kids who were home schooled, they have 
now returned to normal life.

Craig explains the reasons why he bought a charter 
boat, “I put a boat into charter and solved a number 
of problems. Number one, there’s obviously economic 
benefits of doing that, and it meant that we could 
afford a boat, and a subsequent boat earlier than we 
expected.”

CASE STUDY

The Margett’s Family; Dr & Nurse, Two Young Boys, 1 Dog
1 Seawind Catamaran, Australia as their playground

As seen on channel nine

Following chartering their boat in the Whitsundays, Craig and Kerry Margett’s plus their two 
young sons and dog, circumnavigated Australia during a year long SEAbbatical.
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Once you have gained enough experience so you 
are confident to go cruising and have aligned other 
aspects of your life to take some time out for a 
major cruise, you might consider exiting the charter 
operation for your SEAbbatical.

You will need to consider the following before you 
leave:
• Pre-warn your charter company
Most charter companies expect their boats will 
eventually exit the fleet, however their businesses are 
built on these boats being available, give your charter 
company plenty of notice. You might also  
be bound by a contract that requires you to give  
6 months or more notice before you can depart.
• GST
Once you officially leave charter, you would be 
expected to pay back the GST proportionate to the 
market value of the boat at the time. If you plan  
to charter again, this is not necessary. *
• Clawback Tax
Clawback is similar to a capital gains tax and can  
be expected to be paid when you sell your boat for 
an amount higher than its written down value. If you 
choose to upgrade your boat to a new charter boat 
which is delivered in the same financial year that you 
sell your original boat, you can warehouse the tax in 
the new boat. *
*Multihull Central advises that you seek expert accounting 
advice on all taxation matters relating to a charter boat 
purchase.

As with all businesses, timing is everything. Currently 
there is a unique set of circumstances that are 
aligning to make charter boat ownership a compelling 
business option to consider in Australia. 

These include:

1. Record low interest rates: 

Money is cheap and probably as cheap as it will  
be for decades. This means the business model  
is stronger as the expenses related to funding  
is less than it was say 5 or 10 years ago. Virtually all 
charter boats have some level of finance involved 
in the boat purchase as the costs that are incurred 
can be claimed as expenses against the business. In 
Australia there seem to be two common methods 
for charter boat owners to finance their boats. One 
is through their existing financier, usually who has 
financed their home or other assets, where they are 
just extending their mortgage. However as these 
financiers don’t use the boat as security against the 
finance you will need sufficient equity in those other 
assets to secure finance. The other method  
is obtaining a commercial lease using the boat as an 
asset of the business. Specialist finance companies 
who deal with charter boat finance will source the 
best options, however in recent years this has been at 
an additional 2% on top of what you might get with 
residential type interest rates. The benefit though 
is that 50% of the loan is secured against the boat, 
while the other 50% needs to be secured against 
other assets.

STEP 6:
Exit charter & go cruising

Timing is everything
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2.  Falling Australian Dollar: 

With the rise and fall of the Australian Dollar, there 
are some significant changes in the air. Having 
worked in the industry for over 15 years, I have 
witnessed when the Australian dollar was as low as 
50 cents and then as high as $1.10. But now with 
the AUD in a downward trend, there are two major 
changes occurring. As the AUD falls, the domestic 
Australian tourism product becomes significantly 
more competitive globally. This means that all of 
the Australians who have been traveling to Croatia 
and the Caribbean for charter holidays, are now 
rethinking their next holiday as there has been a 
20%+ increase in the costs purely through foreign 
exchange. At the same time, the smaller international 
market of mostly Americans and a growing group 
of Asians, are attracted to a now very competitively 
priced charter holiday in Australia. From discussions 
with charter companies, there are strong increases in 
inquiries and bookings from the previous years and 
at premium prices compared to previous years. The 
falling Australian dollar also means that boats are 
costing more to purchase as most boats are imported 
from Europe, Asia or countries that are selling in USD 
or Euro. So as this continues, the ability  
to make the ROI formula work will become more 
challenging. So while boats are still affordable and 
the ROI does work, those people who go ahead and 
buy now will likely be positioned in the box seat to 
achieve the strongest results with the newest most 
attractive boats and tourism products in the market. 
The cost of new boats increasing also drags the prices 
of used boats up with it, so the resale percentage 
on you boat could be in the hands of what happens 
with the AUD in the future, but if it continues to fall 
as is widely predicted, your boat’s resale is likely to 
strengthen.

3.  Australian Tourism: 

Thanks to the Global Financial Crisis complimented by 
record high Australian dollar values, charter fleets in 
Australia have not been replenished with new boats 
for some years. They are relying on older boats to 
carry their entire fleet bookings with few or no new 
boats in the fleet. They have also had to discount 
to keep their boats busy and remain competitive 
globally which has meant new charter boat owners 
looking to enter the fleet have had to rationalise 
lower than normal returns. However the retail sales 
are improving and profits are on an upward trend 
and there is extreme demand for new boats to enter 
charter fleets to keep up with demand, in both the 
Whitsundays and Sydney Harbour.  
So again, new boats entering a fleet now will prosper 
as the flagships of the fleets and will demand the 
highest premiums and attract the highest level of 
interest. One size does not fit all and one of the 
various charter boat models may suit, however the 
importance is that you can explore a charter model 
that helps you get off the ground and on the water. 
By committing to the boat you have taken the most 
important step towards making a SEAbbatical a 
reality. It may take a few years until you get there but 
you have time and can work towards the ultimate 
goal now!
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If you are interested in exploring a CRUISE Charter boat 
ownership program, we can help by bringing together the 
boat, finding a fleet eager to take it on, put you in touch with 
an accountant who is familiar with the charter boat taxation 
rules, and help coordinate charter boat finance.

FIRST STEP: 
Explore & Discover

Complete the below form and email to brent@multihullcentral.com for a detailed and personalised charter 
package proposal that will include the following:

• A quote on a new Seawind charter boat,

• Financial projections from charter companies, repayment summary with commercial lease details, negative 
gearing business model spreadsheets, and

• An expert accountant and financier to see if the proposal can work for your personal circumstances.

DETAILS

Name:   

Mobile:      Email:  

Closest Port to where you live:     

Are you interested in (please circle):  Whitsundays       Club       Local Fleet       DIY       Dual Port       

Funds available as deposit:  $ 

Years until your planned SEAbbatical, or retirement:
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Meet the expert:
Brent Vaughan

Brent Vaughan grew up on an island inside 
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, where his family 
taught him to dive, fish and sail. As a young 
boy, he sailed onboard his uncle’s charter yacht 
that instilled an early appreciation of the sea 
and sailing. He later went onto study Business 
at University, with a focus on Marketing and 
Tourism, while promoting and booking charter 
boats as he worked at the local marina. 

After graduating from university, he worked 
for 13 years as the Sales and Marketing 
Manager for Seawind Catamarans, that went 
onto become Australia’s largest sailing boat 
manufacturer and exporter, winning countless 
marketing and export awards. 

During this time he helped set up dozens of 
charter boats for customers across Australia 
and overseas. Following Seawind’s move to 
Asia, Brent established Multihull Central, 
Australia’s fastest growing multihull specialist 
yacht brokerage, with a team of multihull 
expert sales agents. 

Brent has become a leading expert on charter 
boat ownership programs with a focus on the 
outcomes for the boat owner.
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Multihull Central are one of the fastest growing 

yacht brokerages in Australia, selling more than 

$17million of boats in 2015 and nominated as an 

Australian Business Champion Finalist.  We specialise 

in selling cruising catamarans and have collectively 

over 100 years of experience amongst our team of 

expert multihull sales agents and marketing staff. 

Our team share a passion for the sea, the benefits 

that multihulls bring and most have years boating 

experience onboard their own multihulls. However 

one thing they also share, is a flare for sales and 

marketing, each with a history in very successful 

businesses and professions of their own and 

together, we continue to strive for innovation and 

results.

With an office in Manly Harbour, QLD and Sydney 

Harbour, NSW, Multihull Central run the only 

purpose built multihull marina in the country 

with an onwater showroom of new and used 

catamarans. We also have sales agents established 

in Melbourne, Perth and the Gold Coast, plus a 

partnership with a team of sales agents in New 

Zealand. With a database of over 25,000 contacts 

and 1,500 multihull owners, we are highly efficient 

in sourcing buyers in the toughest of markets and 

are renowned for achieving strong resale results 

in better than average selling times. In fact, in an 

recent global report into average boat selling 

times, Multihull Central sold boats more than  

a month faster than the global average. 

Perth Marina

Gold Coast Marina

Melbourne Marina

Airlie Beach Marina

Pittwater Marina

SYDNEY OFFICE
Lot 4 Chapman Rd,  
Annandale NSW 2038
P: 02 9810 5014
E. info@multihullcentral.com

NEW ZEALAND OFFICE
56 Vickerman St,
Nelson NZ
P: +64 3 546 6976
E: nelson@nzboatsales.com

BRISBANE OFFICE
5/457 The Esplanade,  
Manly  QLD  4179
P: 07 3393 5550
E: sales@multihullcentral.com
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